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1/
I. Summary

Rhodesia's population, which includes 5.2 million black Africans,

its currently administered by a government representative of a minor-

ity of 250,000 white Europeans. Since its unilateral proclamation of

independence from Britain in November, 1965, there has been a constant

effort by Britain, through a combination of negotiations and economic

sanctions but not by the use of force, to bring about a constitution

in Rhodesia which would guarantee full political rights to the major-

ity black population. The present Rhodesian constitution, adopted in

1969, forever bars the Africans from having a dominant voice in the

Government of Rhodesia. In November 1971 Sir Alec Douglas-Home, the

British Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary, and Mr. Ian Smith, the

Rhodesian Premier, reached agreement on settlement proposals which

theoretically, through amendment of the 1969 constitution, would bring

about eventual majority rule in Rhodesia and would terminate Rhodesia's

'state of rebellion."

1/ For earlier background see Colwell, Carolyn K. Rhodesia:

A Summary of Developments Since the Unilateral Declaration

of Independence (UDI) November 11, 1965. Washington, D.C.,

Library of Congress, Legislative Reference Service, July 24,

1969. 13 p. (LRS Multilith No. 69-167 F.)
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However, the Pearce Commission, sent by the British Government

to Rhodesia in January 1972 to ascertain whether the settlement

terms were acceptable to the Rhodesian population as a whole, re-

ported in May 1972 the rejection of the proposed agreement by the

African population, which was said to feel that the proposals would

legalize their inferior status once Rhodesia became independent.

Consequently, the British Government decided to uphold its economic

sanctions against the Smith regime, which it continues to regard

as illegal.

II. Background

In 1923 the white settlers of Southern Rhodesia chose to become

a self-governing colony of Britain. Although the Rhodesians had their

own legislature, civil service, armed forces, and police, Britain re-

tained the right to intervene in the affairs of the colony, partic-

ularly in matters affecting the African population. In September 1953,

Southern Rhodesia united in a mulitracial federation with the British

protectorates of Northern Rhodesia (now Zambia) and Nyasaland (now

Malawi) in an attempt to pool the resources and markets of the three

countries. Although flourishing economically, the Federation was

opposed by its majority African population, which was fearful of not

being able to achieve self-government within a federal structure

controlled by white Europeans. Britain's decision to grant independence

to the two protectorates of Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland on the basis
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of majority rule led to the dissolution of the Federation in

December 1963. When Rhodesia thereupon asked for its independence,

Britain refused on the grounds that Rhodesia would first have to

amend its 1961 constitution to provide for majority rule for its

African population.

On November 11, 1965, after almost two years of unsuccessful

negotiations with Britain, Rhodesia pronounced its "unilateral decla-

ration of independence" (UDI). The British Government considered

UDI invalid but, at the same time, made it clear that it did not

intend to use force against the rebel government. Since then Britain,

with the support of the United Nations, has imposed economic
1/

sanctions on the breakaway colony with the aim of weakening the

regime economically and inducing it to adopt, as part of its political

1/ On November 20, 1965, the United Nations Security Council adopted
a resolution calling on all States to do their utmost to break

all economic relations with Rhodesia, including compliance with
an embargo on oil and petroleum products. A year later, on
December 16, 1966, an adopted Security Council resolution called

for selective mandatory sanctions against 12 key Rhodesian exports

including chrome as well as a ban against the sale of military
equipment. The selective sanctions were expanded, on May 29, 1968,

to include all trade with Rhodesia.
The economic sanctions imposed by Britain and other members of

the United Nations, not without impact, have fallen short of forc-

ing Rhodesia to change its position - partly because some nations

have not adhered to the boycott and have continued to trade with

Rhodesia, partly because the Rhodesian economy is diversified and

more or less self sufficient in food and manufactured items, and

finally, because, with the assistance of South Africa and Portuguese

Mozambique, Rhodesia has been able to obtain strategic goods such as

petroleum and to export its products by means of false bills of lading.
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system, the following six basic principles enunciated by the Wilson

1/
Government:

1. The principle and intention of unimpeded progress to majority

rule, already enshrined in the 1961 constitution, would have

to be maintained and guaranteed.

2. There would also have to be guarantees against retrogressive

amendment of the Constitution.

3. There would have to be immediate improvement in the political

status of the African population.

4. There would have to be progress toward ending racial

discrimination.

5. The British Government would need to be satisfied that any

basis proposed for independence was acceptable to the people

of Rhodesia as a whole.

6. It would be necessary to ensure that, regardless of race,

there was no oppression of majority by minority or of minority

by majority.

A series of negotiations undertaken by the Wilson Government during

the period 1966 - 1968 failed to produce the desired agreement.

Settlement talks held between Ian Smith and Harold Wilson aboard the

H.M.S. Tiger (December 2-4, 1966) and later aboard the H.M.S. Fearless

(October 9-13, 1968) faltered, mainly because the Smith government re-

jected any provision which would effectively guarantee the African

population actual or eventual majority rule.

1/ Rhodesia: Documents Relating, to Proposals for a Settlement - 1966.

Presented to Parliament by the Secretary of State for Commonwealth

Affairs by command of Her Majesty. London. Her Majesty's

Stationery Office, December 1966. p. 3.

2/ Colwell, op. cit., pp. 1-6.
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Contacts between Britain and Rhodesia were finally broken in May 1969.

Consequently, in a referendum of June 20, 1969, the predominantly

white voters of Rhodesia endorsed, by 72 percent of the votes cast, pro-

posals for a republican form of government and a new constitution, which

came into effect March 2, 1970. Following the proclamation of a

Republic by Rhodesia on March 9, 1970, the British Government withdrew

its residual mission in Salisbury and Sir Humphrey Gibbs, the British

Governor in Rhodesia, resigned.

1/
III. The 1969 Constitution

While the Constitution of 1961 in theory provided for eventual

majority rule by the Africans, and instituted two technically non-racial

voters rolls based on socio-economic requirements rather than race, the

present Constitution, adopted by the white Rhodesians in June 1969,

specifically bars the African population from ever obtaining a majority

in Parliament or a predominant voice in Government, and establishes

voters rolls along strict racial lines. The present Constitution in

effect states: "When parity of representation with the Europeans is
2/

reached there is to be no further increase in African representation."

1/ For summary of 1969 Constitution, see Appendix.

2/ Special Documentation Supplement on Rhodesia.

Africa Research Bulletin, December 15, 1971. p. 4 .
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The achievement of parity representation is possible but extremely

difficult to attain. Under the present political system, the 250,000

whites in Rhodesia are accorded 50 seats in Parliament, while the 5.2

million Africans are represented by 16 members - 8 elected and the other

8 chosen by tribal councils. Additional representation for the African

population is dependent upon their ability to pay more than 24 percent

of the income tax receipts in Rhodesia. When Africans pay income tax

equal to that paid by the white Rhodesians, both groups are to have 50

seats in the House of Assembly. At present the Africans pay less than

1 percent of the tax. The process leading to parity representation can

be halted at any moment by the white population through amendment of the

constitution by a two-thirds majority in Parliament.

In order to be eligible to vote an African must earn an income of

h300 ($840) or own property worth E600 ($1680) or earn an income of

h200 ($560) and own t400 ($1120) worth in property and have two years

of secondary school education. Consequently, voting eligibility in
1/

Rhodesia is presently limited to 85,000 whites and about 10,000 blacks.

The Land Tenure Act, which came into force as a provision of the

Rhodesian Constitution of 1969, accords half the land in the nation, or

approximately 45 million acres, to five percent of the population (the

whites), and the other half to the other 95 percent (the blacks).

1/ New York Times, November 26, 1971.
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A provision of the Land Tenure Act states: "The right of Europeans

and the restrictions on Africans in the European Area will be on a

reciprocal basis to the rights of Africans and the restrictions on
1/

Europeans in the African Area." The European area contains the

major cities, the more fertile farmlands, most of the developed mineral
2/

resources, and the transportation system. From time to time Africans

3/
have been expelled from land said to be white territory.

Money for schooling is reportedly allocated by the Rhodesian Gov-

ernment in a disproportionate manner, resulting in better educational

opportunities for the white population than for the Africans. In the

fiscal year 1969-70, for example, spending for African education was

$24.4 million, while spending for non-African education was $22.7

million. There were 710,145 African students in 1969 and 64,478 non-

Africans. Above the primary level, however, the number of non-Africans

4/
was nearly equal to the number of Africans.

l/ Rhodesia. Proposals for a New Constitution for Rhodesia.
Salisbury, Government Printer, 1969. p. 19.

2/ Department of State. Southern Rhodesia, Background Notes.
August 1970. p. 5.

3/ Christian Science Monitor, November 27, 1971.

4/ Africa South of the Sahara 1972. London, Europa Publications
Ltd., 1972: 612, 622.
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1/
IV. British-Rhodesian Agreement of November 1971

When the Heath government came to power in Britain in June 1970,

it expressed a desire to seek a solution to the Rhodesian problem, in

accordance with the Six Principles proposed in 1966. Both sides stood

to gain from such an agreement -- Rhodesia by having the increasingly

burdensome economic sanctions lifted, the British Government by ending

the deadlock it had faced for the past seven years in dealing with

the rebel colony.

Exploratory contacts with the Rhodesian regime, undertaken in

November 1970, were intensified in the spring of 1971 and led to full-

scale negotiations in November. On November 24, 1971, Sir Alec Douglas-

Home, the British Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary, and Mr. Ian

Smith, the Rhodesian Premier, signed an agreement whereby the 1969

constitution would be amended in a way acceptable to the Rhodesian

population as a whole.

Under the provisions of the 1971 agreement, the income tax formula

for parliamentary representation would be abolished. A new "higher

roll" of African voters would be created whereby black Rhodesian voters

would be required to meet the same financial qualifications as whites:

i. e., they would have to earn an income of $1800 a year or own prop-

erty worth $3600 or if they were secondary-school graduates, they

would be required to have an income of $1200 or own $2400 in property.

For details of the 1971 agreement, see Appendix.l/
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When the new roll of African voters constituted 6 percent of the

number of white registered voters (currently totaling 88,000), two

new African seats would be created in Parliament, in addition to the
1/

already existing 16 African seats in the current 66 seat Parliament.

This procedure would be repeated for each additional 6 percent until

there were as many Africans as whites. Each pair of new African seats

would be filled alternately by two elected representatives and two rep-

resentatives chosen by tribal councils. With the attainment of parity,

there would be 34 new African seats - 18 elected and 16 tribal - in

addition to the present eight African seats in each category. At this

point it would be decided by referendum whether the African voters
2/

could abolish the tribal seats and elect all their members.

Once parity was achieved, the way theoretically could be opened to

majority representation; the new amended constitution would provide for

ten additional seats to be filled by all white and "higher roll African"

voters, voting together. For this to occur, however, Parliament would

first have to give its stamp of approval by a two-thirds vote - a re-

quirement which, in effect, would give the white population of Rhodesia
3/

a veto over the possibility of a majority rule.

l/ New York Times, November 26, 1971. Eight are elected and eight are

appointed.

2/ Ibid.

3/ Ibid.
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The attainment of parity by the African population in Parliament

under the new proposals could take place only in the very distant

future, since so few Africans now meet the income requirements for

eligibility on the higher roll. For the time being only two, or at
1/

most four, additional seats would be created.

The settlement terms also included a bill of rights which would

be added to the constitution to prevent future discriminatory legis-

lation, and this bill would be enforceable in the courts. An inde-

pendent three-man Commission (including an African) approved by the

British Government would review the question of racial discrimination

in all fields, particularly in the domain of the Land Tenure Act. The

findings of the Commission would carry special authority, except where

such findings were found subject to considerations that any government

2/
would consider "overriding." The Rhodesian Government further gave

1/ Ibid. Washington Post, December 2, 1971. When Ian Smith was asked

by a British television reporter in Salisbury when he thought

Rhodesia's Africans would obtain power under the new proposals, he

replied: "At the moment I don't believe they are fit to govern the

country. What the position will be in 100 years time or 1,000 years

time isn't easy to predict and I won't be here, will I?"

2/ New York Times, November 26, 1971.

-.M=md
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assurances that, pending the recommendations of the Commission,

Africans would not be evicted from the European area.

As part of the settlement, the British Government committed

itself to provide $120 million in aid over ten years for educational

and economic development in African areas. This aid was to be matched

appropriately by the Rhodesian Government with funds additional to
1/

their current planned expenditure.

In order to ascertain opinion within Rhodesia on the agreement,

a commission headed by Lord Pearce was appointed by the British Gov-

ernment to canvass thoroughly and impartially the views of all sections

of the Rhodesian population, including Rhodesians residing abroad or

under detention. One stipulation was that before and during this

canvass to test the acceptability of the agreement, normal political

activities would be permitted in Rhodesia, provided they were conducted
2/

in a peaceful and democratic manner. If the British Government, upon

the recommendations of the Pearce Commission, was satisfied that the

proposed terms were acceptable to the people of Rhodesia as a whole,

Rhodesia would enact the legislative changes required to implement the

proposals. The British Government would then recommend to Parliament

that independence should be granted to Rhodesia and that, under those

l/ Douglas-Home, Sir Alec. Policy Statement before the House of Commons,
British Information Services, November 25, 1971.

2/ Rhodesia. Survey of Current Affairs, December 1971. p. 590-591.
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circumstances, sanctions would no longer be required. After the

lifting of sanctions, the Rhodesian Government would revoke the
1/

state of emergency.

On November 25, 1971, Sir Alec Douglas-Home, appearing before

the British House of Commons, said that the agreement was "fair and

honorable" and that it would provide Rhodesia with the opportunity

to "set a new course which can lead to the greater harmony of all
2/

races there."

V. Reaction to the Agreement

British Opposition Labor members hurled charges of "sell-out"

and "appeasement" and criticized the agreement as representing a

guarantee for white control of Rhodesia at least for the rest of

the century, while the Conservative Party members supported
3/

the proposals.

White Rhodesians generally considered the agreement a victory

for Mr. Smith with a few exceptions -- such as, on the one hand,

individuals who were afraid of an increase of African participation

in the political life of Rhodesia, or, on the other, critics like

1/ Ibid., p. 591.

2/ Op. cit., p. 3.

3/ New York Times, November 26, 1971; National Observer,
December 4, 1971.
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Garfield Todd who thought that the settlement terms continued
1/

to deprive the Africans of their rights.

The Organization of African Unity in Addis Ababa issued a press

statement on November 26, 1971, which called the British-Rhodesian

proposals "an outright sellout for generations to come of five million

Africans to 243,000 white Rhodesians committed to white rule and
2/

apartheid."

On November 22, 1971, prior to the signing of the agreement, the

United Nations General Assembly adopted a resolution by a vote of 102

to 3 (Britain, Portugal, South Africa), with 9 abstentions (including

the United States) -- declaring that there should be no independence

3/
for Rhodesia until majority rule was established.

On November 25, 1971, following the signing of the agreement,

Sir Colin Crowe, the British Ambassador to the United Nations, told

the U.N. Security Council that Britain had been unable to dictate the

terms of the agreement and that the proposals were less than ideal but

better than the alternative -- a "steady perhaps accelerating downhill
4/

run towards the installation of apartheid...."

1/ New York Times, February 14, 1972.

2/ New York Times, November 27, 1971.

3/ UN General Assembly Resolution, November 22, 1971.

4/ Washington Post, November 26, 1971.
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On December 20, 1971, the United Nations General Assembly adopted,

by a vote of 94 to 8 with 22 abstentions, including the United States, a

resoJution which rejected the agreement on the grounds that its provisions

constituted "a flagrant violation of the inalienable rights of the African
1/

people of Zimbabwe to self-determination and independence."

Shortly after the arrival of the 16-member Pearce Commission in

Rhodesia on Jan. 11, 1972, violence broke out in four major cities, re-

sulting in the deaths of fourteen Africans. In addition, non-violent

demonstrators numbering in the thousands reportedly took to the streets

of cities and villages throughout Rhodesia to express an emphatic "No"

2/
to the proposals.

Leading the opposition to the agreement was Bishop Abel T.

Muzorewa's three-month old African National Council, allegedly the

most effective nationwide black organization since the Rhodesian Gov-
3/

ernment banned the two main African nationalist parties in 1964.

Muzorewa, appearing before the Pearce Commission on January 28, 1972,

said that the Rhodesian Africans had rejected the proposals as tending

to "entrench and perpetuate racialism." He added: "As long as we have

1/ U.N. General Assembly Resolution, December 20, 1971.

2/ Rhodesia: The Blacks Say 'No.' Newsweek, January 31, 1972.

p. 25.

3/ Rhodesia: The Road to Confrontation. Newsweek, March 20, 1972.

p. 39.
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the kind of legislation we have today, in the long run bloody revo-
1/

lution is inevitable in this country." Also appearing before the

United Nations in New York on February 16, 1972, Muzorewa denounced

the proposals as "a deliberate attempt to deceive millions of people
2/

into thinking they might have freedom in a police state."

The main reason for the rejection of the proposals was said to

be the view of the majority of Rhodesia's African population that,

under the agreement, majority rule was so remote that they would not

achieve it during their own lifetimes. The agreement was, in the view

of most Africans, strewn with loopholes which could easily be used by

the white population to cancel any of its supposed benefits. The

Africans further considered the procedure used for judging the accept-

ability of the agreement as inadequate. Without benefit of any form

of plebiscite or direct vote, the Pearce Commission was restricted to
3/

obtaining individual and collective views of the Africans.

With the outbreak of violence, the Smith government cancelled

several Commission hearings. Without explanation, Rhodesian police

arrested two of the important and most outspoken critics of the

1/ Washington Post, January 29, 1972.

2/ Rhodesia: The Road to Confrontation. Newsweek, op. cit., p. 41.

3/ Christian Science Monitor, January 8, 1972.
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government - former Prime Minister Garfield Todd and his daughter
1/

Judith. At the same time, two leaders of the African National
2/

Council were arrested on similar grounds. These actions, according

to Lord Pearce, in effect violated the provision of the settlement which

stipulated that "normal political activity" would be allowed while the

Pearce Commission was in the country and that Rhodesians would be free to
3/

express their opinions before the Commission.

Prime Minister Smith, on nationwide television, blamed a "hard core

of experienced campaigners" for the rioting and said: "Those responsible

for all this barbaric destruction have played right into our hands.

What greater proof could anyone have of their lack of maturity, lack of

civilization, their inability to make any constructive contribution."

He warned, "If the Africans reject this offer, if their answer to the

Pearce Commission is 'no,' then this is a clear indication of their

acceptance of the [present] constitution... .If they do this...then this

would prove a most pleasant surprise - indeed, a great day in our

4/
history."

1/ Mr. Smith explained that the Todds were not arrested because of their

opposition to the settlement proposals, but because of unstated
"security grounds and the need to maintain law and order in Rhodesia."

(New York Times, January 20, 1972). The Todds were released from jail

on February 22, 1972.

2/ Rhodesia: The Blacks Say 'No.' Newsweek, op. cit., p. 25.

3/ New York Times, February 8, 1972.

4/ Rhodesia: The Blacks Say 'No.' Newsweek, op. cit., p. 26.
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The Pearce Commission, after two months' extensive travel in

Rhodesia, returned to England on March 12, 1972. The Commission's

report, officially released on May 23, found that "the people of

Rhodesia as a whole do not regard the proposals as acceptable as a
1/

basis for independence." This verdict was based on the massive
2/

African grassroots opposition to the proposed agreement.

The Commission found that while Rhodesian whites approved the

proposals by more than 14 to 1, Rhodesian blacks rejected the settle-

3/
ment by more than 36 to 1. "Mistrust of the intentions and motives

of the government," according to the Pearce Report, "transcended all
4/

other considerations."

Following the release of the report, Sir Alec Douglas-Home

announced that the United Kingdom would continue its economic as well

as diplomatic boycott of the Rhodesian Government and that "the status
5/

quo will remain."

Rhodesian Prime Minister Ian Smith accused the Pearce Commission

of "naivete and ineptness" and in a Government statement rejected the

conclusions of the Commission's report, mainly on the grounds that it

was not possible to assess the views of the Africans since - in the

1/ Christian Science Monitor, May 24, 1972.

2/ Ibid.

3/ Washington Post, May 24, 1972.

4/ Rhodesia: A Fateful Deadlock. Newsweek, June 5, 1972, p. 45.

5/ New York Times, May 24, 1972.
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Government's view - the African population had been intimidated by

black nationalists and thus forced to reject the terms of the agree-

ment. Furthermore, the Prime Minister intimated that the Africans'

level of comprehension of the agreement was regarded as too low to
1/

be considered relevant to the Commission's findings. (Although

the Pearce Commission found that there had been a "certain amount"

of pressure on Africans to reject the proposals, it concluded that

even if "there had been no intimidation, there would still have been
2/

a substantial majority against the proposals.")

Mr. Smith is further reported to have stated during interviews

in Salisbury that the country would continue to operate under the

1969 constitution. He did not envisage any further settlement talks
3/

with Britain in the immediate future. On May 26, 1972, Mr. Smith

rejected a proposal by Bishop Muzorewa, Chairman of the African

National Council, for the convocation of a convention between blacks
4/

and whites to negotiate Rhodesian constitutional problems.

1/ Christian Science Monitor, May 24, 1972.

2/ New York Times, May 24, 1972.

3/ Washington Post, May 26, 1972.

4/ Ibid.
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VI. The United States and Rhodesia

After Rhodesia proclaimed its independence from Britain in

November 1965, the U.S. Consul-General in Rhodesia was recalled and

the staff of the U.S. Consulate-General was substantially reduced.

The United States later imposed trade sanctions on the rebel colony

in support of the U.N. resolutions of 1966 and 1968. In general, it

has regarded the United Kingdom as the legal sovereign authority over

that country. Along with Britain, the United States has voted against

or abstained on United Nations resolutions which advocated the use of

force in Rhodesia, but it has supported and enforced all U.N. resol-

utions which have condemned Rhodesia's unilateral declaration of

independence, and, until November 1971, resolutions calling for vol-

untary or mandatory sanctions.

On March 9, 1970, following Rhodesia's proclamation of a republic,

Secretary of State William Rogers announced that the United States had

decided to close its consulate in Salisbury, effective March 17.

Secretary Rogers said that the United States continued to regard the

United Kingdom as the lawful sovereign in Rhodesia. The State Department

indicated that the U.S. consulates in Johannesburg, South Africa, and

Blantyre, Malawi, would handle the needs of some 1,000 Americans, mainly

missionaries, in Rhodesia.
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On July 7 and 8, 1971, the Senate Committee on Foreign

Relations held hearings relating to U.S. economic sanctions against

Rhodesia. The main question discussed was whether or not to alter

or end the existing embargo on chrome ore imports from Rhodesia, as

long as such imports were not prohibited from the Soviet Union or

from other Communist countries. Assistant Secretary of State Newsom,

on July 7, 1971, argued before the Senate Subcommittee on Africa

that the United States could not renounce its freely. assumed treaty

obligations to enforce U.N. sanctions against Rhodesia, that U.S.

imports of Soviet chrome ore long predated the sanctions, and that

such a move "would encourage the Rhodesian authorities in their

determination to maintain a situation which we consider neither

practically tenable, except in the short run, nor morally
1/

defensible at all."

On September 23, 1971, the U.S. Senate, by a vote of 46-36,

decided that the United States should permit the importation of chrome

ore from Rhodesia, despite the United Nations total trade embargo of

May 1968, which the United States originally supported. The adopted

proposal, introduced by Senator Byrd of Virginia, argued that the

President could not prohibit the importation of a strategic material

1/ Newsom, David D. Statement made before the Subcommittee on Africa
of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations. Department of State
Bulletin, vol. 65, July 26, 1971. p. 112.
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from any nation if the same product was being imported from a

Communist country. On November 10, 1971, the House, by a vote of

252-101, also approved the chrome amendment. Those in Congress who

opposed the amendment argued that imports from Rhodesia violated

international and domestic law and undermined the American commitment

to self-determination under the United Nations Charter. Those in

Congress who favored the amendment argued that the United States had

paid high prices for Soviet chrome and should not in any event depend

on a Communist country for strategic materials.

On November 16, 1971, the United Nations General Assembly re-

affirmed, by a vote of 106-2 (Portugal and South Africa), its sanctions

against Rhodesia on the ground that the Rhodesian Government continued

to threaten world peace. The United States was cautioned by the U..N.

resolution that the importation of chrome ore from Rhodesia would

constitute a violation of U.S. international treaty obligations. On

November 17, 1971, President Nixon approved the chrome amendment, as
1/

part of the Military Procurement Bill. On March 19, 1972, a shipment

l/ Critics of this measure point out that the President had two waysof circumventing the importation of Rhodesian chrome, effective inJanuary 1972. He could have opted to delete chrome from the nation'slist of strategic materials, or he could have decided not to importchrome from the Soviet Union or from Rhodesia --- in view of thefact that the U.S. Federal Government's purchasing agency recentlyrecommended that 1.3 million of the 5.35 million tons of chrome orecurrently in this nation's strategic stockpile be declared surplus.(The Christian Science Monitor, December 22, 1971.)
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of chrome ore from Rhodesia, consigned to the Foote Mineral Company

of Exton, Pennsylvania, arrived in the United States.)

On February 28, 1972, the United Nations Security Council again

adopted a resolution (13-0, with the United Kingdom and United States

abstaining) calling upon all states to refrain from taking any measures

which would, in any way, permit or facilitate the importation from

Rhodesia of commodities falling within the United Nations sanctions of

1/
1968, including chrome ore.

U.S. Representative Christopher H. Phillips, in a statement before

the U.N. Security Council following the vote, said that it was an

"inescapable fact of life" that the chrome legislation, having been

enacted by the U.S. Congress, was now the "law of the land." He added

that the United States remained interested in seeing that sanctions

worked; he said that chrome imports to the United States prior to

sanctions had amounted to less than two percent of Rhodesia's total

exports and therefore the Byrd provision constituted only a small part

of the problem. Mr. Phillips accused other U.N. members of widespread

violations of the sanctions and suggested that the U.N. sanctions

committee request other governments to report periodically on their

2/

importation of minerals from all sources.

1/ United States Discusses Enforcement of Sanctions Against Rhodesia.

Department of State Bulletin, March 27, 1972. p. 492.

2/ Ibid. p. 491-492. 'p
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On May 23, 1972, however, the U.S. State Department expressed

its support of a proposal by Senator Gale McGee to repeal the legis-

lation permitting the importation of Rhodesian chrome. State Department

Press Officer Charles Bray told a Washington news conference that the

amendment attached to the State Department authorization bill would help
1/

the United States to "live up to our international obligations." On

May 31, 1972, the Senate, by a vote of 40-36, decided to continue import-

ing Rhodesian chrome.

As for the Rhodesian independence issue, the United States has

consistently supported Britain's efforts to obtain a satisfactory

2/
settlement. Following the signing of the Rhodesian-British Agreement

of November 1971, the United States abstained on a General Assembly

Resolution of December 20, 1971, which - as noted above - rejected the

Agreement on the grounds that it violated the rights of the African

people of Rhodesia to self-determination and independence. In explaining

the U.S..abstention, the Representative of the United States said that

the resolution made a judgment against the proposals for a settlement

between the United Kingdom and Rhodesia before the people of Rhodesia

had voiced their opinion. The U.S. delegation thought it inappropriate

for the General Assembly to prejudge the issue and tell the people of

Rhodesia what position they should take before the test of accept-

3/
ability had begun.

1/ Washington Post, May 24, 1972.

2/ Newsom, op. cit., p. 115.

3/ U.N. Monthly Chronicle, January 1972. p. 158.
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VII. Concluding Observation

As a result of the rejection of the 1971 settlement prosposals,

Britain and Rhodesia remain deadlocked over the constitutional issue

of granting the African population majority representation. Rhodesian

Prime Minister Ian Smith has ruled out the possibility of any further

negotiations with Britain and has stated that Rhodesia would continue

to operate under the 1969 constitution. The fear in London is that

the Smith regime would harden its position and increasingly lead the

country toward a system of racial separation similar to the apartheid
1/

of South Africa. According to Sir Alec Douglas-Home, the choice

for Rhodesians is either to compromise or face a "rapid and complete

2/polarization of the races and the prospect of conflict."

1/ Rhodesia: A Fateful Deadlock. Newsweek, June 5, 1972. p. 45.

2/ New York Times, May 28, 1972.
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Appendix'

SUMMARY OF THE 1969
CONSTITUTION

Legislature
THE HousE OF ASSEMBLY

1. (i) Composition: 50 European mem-
bers: 16 African members (8 directly
elected, 8 indirectly elected by electoral
colleges of Chiefs, Headmen, and
Councillors-4 each in Mashonaland and
Matabelland)-66 members.

(ii) Increase in African representation:
When the proportion of income tax
assessed on Africans exceeds sixteen sixty-
sixths of the total of income tax assessed
on Europeans and Africans the number of
African members will be increased so that
it bears the same proportion to the total
number of members as the proportion of

income tax that is assessed on Africans.
The first two additional .,ricans will be
indirectly elected and thc nex, two O
additional seats will be filled by direct
election; additional seats thereafter to ;e
allocated in this sequence. When parity of
representation with the Europeans is
reached there is to be no further increase
in African representation.

SENATE

2. (i) Composition: 10 Europeans chosen
by the European Members of the House
of Assembly; 10 African Chiefs-5 each
from Matabeleland and Mashonaland
chosen by the Council of Chiefs of the
two provinces; 3 appointed by the
President (one is a Coloured and the
others are Europeans)-23 members.

(ii) Powers: (a) To recommend amend-
ments to money Bills but not to delay
them. (b) To prevent the enactment of
Bills to amend the Constitution or
entrenched provisions of the electoral
or land tenure laws (see paragraph 11
below). (c) To delay other Bills for 180
days. This delaying power may be
overridden if the Prime Minister certifies
that a Bill originating in and passed by
the House of Assembly is so urgent that
it should not be delayed.

The President
3. (i) Appointment: Appointed by the
Executive Council (Cabinet) for a term of
office not exceeding five years.

(ii) Powers: (a) The Constitution vests
the executive government of Rhodesia
in the President and confers on him a
number of specific powers, such as powers
to appoint and receive diplomatic officers
and consuls, to conclude treaties, to
pardon offenders and to proclaim a state
of emergency. (b) In general he is
required to exercise his functions in
accordance with ministerial advice.

The Electoral System
4. (i) Constituencies: The country is
divided into 50 European constituencies
(of which not less than 18 must be rural)
and 8 African constituencies (4 of each
in Matabeleland and Mashonaland). The
Electoral Act 1969 requires boundaries
of the European constituencies and of
African constituencies in Matabeleland
and Mashonaland respectively to be
drawn so that they contain, as nearly as
may be, equal numbers of European, or
as the case may be, African voters.

(ii) Franchise qualifications: These are
provided for in entrenched provisions of
the Electoral Act 1969. (a) European
roll-Either income 900 or property
value 1,800; or income 600 or property
value 1,200 AND four years' secondary
education. (b) African roll-Either income

300 or property value 600; or income
200 or property value 400 AND two

years' secondary education. (c) Common

1. Reproduced with the permission of th e Africa Research Bulletin-Political
Social and Cultural Series. Special Documentation Supplement on Rhodesia
Dec. 15, 1971. Exeter, Africa Research Ltd.
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to bodh rolls-Citizens of Rhodesia over
21 with an adequate knowledge of
English and able to complete the
application form in own writing.

Comfitftional Amendments
5. (i) Provisions of the Constitution
dealing with the composition to the two
Houses of the Legislature, the Judicature,
amendment procedures and the Declara-
tion of Rights and fundamental
provisions of the land tenure laws are
specially entrenched and Bills amending
them require the approval of each House
by a two-thirds majority of its total
membership.

(iO B11 amending other provisions of the
Constitution or entrenched provisions
of electoral law require the approval of a
two-thirds majority of the House of
Assembly and either a two-thirds
majority of the total membership of the
Senate or, if the Bill fails to receive such
votes but is sent back by the Assembly
after 180 days, the approval of at least
one-half of the members of the Senate.

Other Safeguards
6. (i) A Senate Legal Committee,
appointed by the President of the Senate
and which need not contain any Africans
(although a majority must be legally
qualie) is required to scrutinise all Bills
(othr than money and constitutional
Bills) coming before the Senate and
report to the Senate whether in its
opinion any provision is inconsistent with
the Declaration of Rights. If the Senate
upholids the Committee's finding of
inconsistency then, unless they resolve by
a simple majority that enactment is
necary in the national interest, the Bill
may not be passed by the Senate.
However, the Bill may still be enacted
after 180 days (see paragraph 2(ii)(c)
above). When a Bill certified by the Prime
Minister to be urgent is enacted but the
Senate has resolved that a provision of it
is inconsistent with the Declaration of
Rights and is not necessary in the national
interest, the House of Assembly must, by
a two-thirds majority of all the Members
resolve that the provision shall remain
in force if it is to do so beyond the period
of 270 days. There are corresponding
provtaons for the scrutiny in the Senate
of subsidiary legislation, which may
result in annulment of such legislation,
but here also the House of Assembly can
override the Senate by a two-thirds
majority.

(ii) Declaration of Rights: The Declara-
tion, which is expressed to have effect for
the purpose of prescribing the funda-
mental rights and freedoms of the indivi-
dual s specially entrenched but it is not
enforceable in the courts and legislation
inconsistent with it is not thereby rendered
invalid.

ANNEx B

PROPOSALS FOR A
SETTLEMENT

I. The Test of Acceptability
The proposals set out below are conditional
upon the British Government being satisfied
that they are acceptable to the people of
Rhodesia as a whole. The British Govern-
ment will therefore appoint a Commission
to ascertain directly from all sections of the
population of Rhodesia whether or not
these proposals are acceptable and to report
accordingly to the British Government. It
will consist of a Chairman, Deputy Chair-
men, and a number of Commissioners. The
report will be signed by the Chairman and
the Deputy Chairmen. The members of the
Commission will travel extensively through-
out the country visiting in particular all
centres of population, local councils, and
traditional meeting places in the Tribal
Trust Lands.

In the period before and during the test
of acceptability normal political activities
will be permitted to the satisfaction of the
Commission, provided they are conducted
in a peaceful and democratic manner. Radio
and television time will be made available
to political parties represented in the
House of Assembly.

The Commission will carry out its enquiries
in public or in private as it deems appro-
priate. Therewill be immunity forwitnesses
heard by the Commission in respect of their
evidence and freedom for persons resident
in Rhodesia, whatever their political views
or affiliations, to enable them to appear
before the Commission. All Rhodesian
Government employees will be permitted
to express their views to the Commission.
Persons in detention or under restriction
will be similarly permitted. Arrangements
will be made in London and elsewhere as
necessary for Rhodesians resident abroad
to submit their views to the Commission.

The Rhodesian Government will provide
the Commission with such assistance as may
reasonably be required to enable them to
carry out their functions.

U. The Constitution
The Constitution of Rhodesia will be the
Constitution adopted in Rhodesia in 1969
modified in the following respects. The
Rhodesian Government will introduce
legislation to make the necessary modifica-
tions in the Constitution and related
electoral legislation with effect from the
date on which independence is conferred by
the British Parliament.

(1) The House of Assemb/y
(a) The existing provisions governing the
increase of African representation in the
House will be repealed and replaced by
provisions to give effect to the arrangements
set out in the following subparagraphs.

(b) A new roll of African voters (the African
higher roll) will be created with the same
qualifications as those for the roll of
European voters. The relevant means and
educational qualifications are set out in
Appendix I.

(c) Additional African seats will be created
in accordance with the arrangements set
out in the following subparagraphs, with
effect from the dissolution of Parliament
following the date on which it is established
that any such seats are due. The seats will be
filled at the general election consequent
upon the dissolution of Parliament. How-
ever, the first four additional seats will be-
created and elections held to fill them as
soon as it is established that they are due.

(d) When the number of voters registered
on the African higher roll equals 6% of the
number of voters then registered on the
European roll, two additional seats will be
come due; when the number of voters regis-
tered on the African higher roll equals 120
of the number of voters then registered on
the European roll, a further two additional
African seats will become due: further
additional African seats will become due,
two at a time, for each such proportionate
increase of 6% in the number of voters
registered on the African higher roll, until
34 additional African seats have been
created, thus resulting in parity in the
numbers of African and European members
in the House of Assembly. This arrangement
will ensure that at parity there are approxi-
mately equal numbers of voters on the
African higher and European rolls.

(e) The first two additional African seats
will be filled by direct election for single-
member constituencies by the voters
registered on the African higher roll and the
next two will be filled by indirect election
by electoral colleges on the same basis as
the existing eight African seats filled by
indirect election. This sequence will be
repeated in relation to subsequent addi-
tional African seats.

(f) For the purpose of giving effect to the
above arrangement the Registrar-General
of Voters will review the number of voters
registered on the African higher roll and the
European roll at not more than six-monthly
intervals, and whenever additional African
seats have become due he will issue a
certificate to that effect to the President and
the President will then be required to make
an order providing for the creation of those
seats as described above.

(g) The qualifications for the existing roll of
African voters (the African lower roll) will
be replaced by qualifications equivalent to
those for the "B" roll under the 1961
Constitution subject to the financial
qualifications being increased twice by 10*o.
The relevant means and educational quahi-
fications are set out in Appendix 11. .
(h) The Rhodesian Government have
agreed to a simplified application form for
enrolment on the African lower roll, and

A B
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to an amendment to the Electoral Act to
provide that an applicant for the African
lower roll shall, if he so requests, receive
assistance from the Registering Officer in
completing the form.

(i) A candidate for election to an African
higher roll seat will have to be registered
as a voter on that roll, and a candidate for
election to an African lower roll seat will
have to be registered as a voter on one of
the two African rolls.

( i) Within one year after the holding of the
general election at which parity is attained
a referendum will be held among all enrolled
African voters to determine whether or not
the seats filled by indirect election should be
abolished and replaced by an equal number
of seats filled by direct election.

The new seats will all be African higher roll
seats unless the Legislature has before the
referendum provided for up to one-quarter
of the new seats to be African lower roll
seats. The Legislature may also provide
that a specific number of the extra seats
should be rural constituencies.

Laws providing for any of the matters
mentioned in this subparagraph, including
the procedural arrangements for the holding
of the referendum, would not have to be
passed in accordance with the requirements
for amending the Constitution, the only
special requirement would be that in the
House of Assembly they must be approved
by a majority of all the African members.

If the majority of voters at the referendum
is in favour of the abolition of the indirectly
elected seats, an election to give effect to
the change will be held within one year
thereafter. It will be possible for an election
to be held for this purpose without the
dissolution of Parliament. If this course is
adopted the indirectly elected African
members and the African higher roll
members and also, if the number of African
lower roll seats is to be increased, the
African lower roll members, will vacate
their seats on the date appointed for the
nomination of candidates in the election
and Parliament will be prorogued from
that date until the completion of the election.

(k) Not later than qix months after the
holding of that election or, if the result of
the referendum is that the seats filled by
indirect election are retained, after the
completion of the referendum, an inde-
pendent Commission will be appointed to
ascertain whether the creation of Common
Roll seats in accordance with the constitu-
tional provisions described in subpara-
graph (1) below is acceptable to the people
of Rhodesia and, if this is not so acceptable,
whether any alternative arrangements would
command general support. The commission
will consist of a Chairman who holds or
has held high judicial office, and equal
numbers of European and African members
appointed by the Government after con-
sultation with all parties represented in the
House of Assembly. The Commission will

be required to report to the Legislature
within one year of its appointment. A law
to give effect to any recommendation of
the Commission would have to be passed
in accordance with the requirements for the
amendment of the Constitution.

(1) The Constitution will provide that, with
effect from the dissolution of Parliament
following the date by which the Commission
is required to report, 10 Common Roll seats
will be created. The Common Roll seats
will be filled by direct election by the
voters on a roll consisting of all the voters
for the time being registered on the Euro-
pean roll and the African higher roll.
Elections to these seats will be conducted
on the basis that the whole of Rhodesia will
form a single constituency returning all the
Common Roll members, and that each
voter will have 10 votes which he may cast
as he chooses amongst the candidates.

(2) The Senate
The Senate will continue to be constituted
as at present. As a consequence of the
establishment (see paragraph (3) below) of a
new Declaration of Rights enforceable by
the courts the Senate Legal Committee
will be abolished.

(3) The Declaration of Rights
The existing Declaration of Rights will be
replaced by a new Declaration affording
protection to the fundamental rights and
freedoms of the individual and conferring a
right of access to the High Court for the
purpose of obtaining redress on any
person who alleges that its provisions have
been contravened in relation to him. The
text of the Declaration and the provisions
for its enforcement are set out in Appendix
I.

(4) Renewal of Declarations of Emergency
Section 61 of the Constitution will be
amended so as to reduce the period within
which a Declaration of Emergency requires
renewal by resolution of the House of
Assembly from 12 months to 9 months.

(5) Amendment of the Constitution
(a) The Rhodesian Government have given
an assurance to the British Government
that they will not introduce or support in
the Rhodesian Parliament any amendment
of the specially entrenched provisions of the
Constitution relating to the composition of
the House of Assembly or of the specially
entrenched provisions of the Electoral Act
until the first two African higher roll seats
have been created and filled or until three
years have elapsed since the Constitutional
changes provided for by these proposals
have come into force, whichever is the
sooner.

(b) Until the date by which the Commission
referred to in subparagraph (1) (k) above
is required to report, or the date on which it
reports if that is earlier, a Bill to amend any
of the specially entrenched provisions of the

Constitution will require, in addition to the
existing requirements of the affirmative
votes in each House of the Legislature of
not less than two-thirds of the total mem-
bership of the House, the affirmative votes
in the House of Assembly of a majority of
the total European membership and of a
majority of the total African membership.

(c) The existing provision to the effect that a
Bill to increase the number of members of
the House of Assembly without altering the
proportion of African members to the total
number of members shall not on that
account be regarded as amending a
specially entrenched provision will be
repealed.

(d) The specially entrenched provisions of
the Constitution will include:

(i) The new provisions to gi ve effect to the
proposals in paragraph 11 (1) above:

(ii) The new Declaration of Rights,
including the provisions for its enforce-
ment by the High Court; and

(iii) The amended Section 61 relating to
Declarations of Emergency.

(e) The following provisions of the Electoral
Act will be subject to the same requirements
as regards amendment as the specially
entrenched provisions of the Constitution-

(i) Those prescribing the qualifications
and disqualifications for registration of
voters on the European roll and both
African rolls;

(ii) Those prescribing the qualifications
and disqualifications for candidates for
election to the House of Asesmbly;

(iii) The provision for variation of the
means qualifications for voters in con-
sequence of changes in prices: and

(iv) The provisions prescribing the com-
position of the Tribal Electoral Colleges.

Section 26 of the Electoral Act, which pro-
vides for the gradual increase of means and
educational qualifications for the existing
African roll so that, when parity is reached,
they are the same as those for the European
roll, will be repealed.

I. Review of Existing Legislation
The Rhodesian Government have intimated
to the British Government their firm
intention, within the spirit of these
proposals, to make progress towards endingracial discrimination. Accordingly an in-
dependent Commission will be set up toexamine the question of racial discrimina-
tion. It will be required to consider existing
legislation and to make recommendations
to the Rhodesian Government on ways of
making progress towards ending any racial
discrimination. There shall be included in
the functions of the Commission a special
duty to scrutinise the provisions of the Land
Tenure Act and to consider the possible
creation of an independent and permanent

A B CReproduced with the permission of the Africa Research Bulletin.
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Land Board to preside over the long-term
resolutions of the problems involved. The
terms of reference of the Commission.
which will consist of three members, one of
whom will be an African, are set out in
Appendix IV. Its membership will be
agreed with the British Government. The
Commission will be established as soon as
possible after the test of acceptability has
been completed. Its findings will be
published.

The Rhodesian Government recognise that
the findings of the Commission will carry
special authority and have given an assur-
ance that they will commend to Parliament
such changes in existing legislation as are
required to give effect to its recom-
mendations, subject only to considerations
that any Government would be obliged to
regard as of an overriding character.

IV. Review of Cases of Detainees and
Restrictees
The Rhodesian Government stated that 23
detainees have been released since the end
of March 1971, leaving 93 detainees and
2 restrictees (excluding 34 detainees who
have been released on conditions). It is the
Rhodesian Government's intention to
release a further 31 detainees as soon as the
necessary arrangements can be made.

Since the settlement will have created a new
situation there will be a new special review
of the cases of all detainees and restrictees
to see whether, in the light of changed
circumstances, they can be released or the
restrictions can be removed without
prejudice to the maintenance of public
safety and public order. This review will be
carried out by the existing tribunal, of which
the Chairman is a Judge of the Rhodesian
High Court, as soon as possible after the
test of acceptability has been completed.
The recommendations of the tribunal will
be binding on the detaining or restricting
authority. For the purposes of this special
review an observer appointed by the
British Government in agreement with the
Rhodesian Government will be entitled to
be present.

V. Land
In the African area there is at present
approximately 5 m. acres of unoccupied
land which is available for settlement by
Africans, 31 m. in the Tribal Trust Lands
and 11 m. in the purchase area. Provision
exists under which significant additional
land can be made available and the Rhode-
sian Government intend to make it available
as the need arises.

Both Governments agree that they will
immediately devote a proportion of the aid
referred to in paragraph VI of these
proposals to the improvement of areas
currently occupied or intended for occupa-
tion by Africans.

With the exception of certain forest and
national park areas the development of

A

which may involve the removal of a limited
number of occupants without established
rights, the only two cases in which the
Rhodesian Government are considering the
eviction of Africans from land in the
European area are Epworth and Chisha-
washa Missions. The Rhodesian Govern-
ment have given an assurance that they
will not take steps to evict African tenants
or other occupants from these two areas or
from other areas in which they are living
until such time as the Commission referred
to in paragraph III above has reported and
its recommendations have been fully
considered.

VI. Development Programme

The two Governments attach the greatest
importance to the expansion of the economy
of Rhodesia and, in particular, to stimu-
lating economic growth in the Tribal Trust
Lands. There will therefore be a develop-
ment programme to increase significantly
educational and job opportunities for
Africans in order to enable them to play a
growing part in the country's future
development, and early discussions between
the two Governments will be held to agree
on this programme and the best means of
implementing it.

The British Government will provide up
to 5 m. per year for a period of 10 years in
capital aid and technical assistance to be
applied to purposes and projects to be
agreed with the Rhodesian Government to
be matched appropriately by sums provided
by the Rhodesian Government for this
development programme. This will be in
addition to the annual expenditure currently
planned by the Rhodesian Government for
African education and housing and for
development projects in the Tribal Trust
Lands and African Purchase Areas. Part of
this development programme will be
devoted to the establishment of new
irrigation schemes, intensive cultivation
projects, industrial projects, and the
improvement of communications in the
Tribal Trust Lands and African Purchase
Areas. As regards education, the moneys
will be used to improve and expand facilities
for Africans in agriculture, technical and
vocational training, teacher training, and
training in administration and for other
educational purposes in the field of primary,
secondary, and higher education.

The parallel development of the two
elements in this programme will thus help
to ensure that new job opportunities for
Africans will become available as the
economy expands and additional educa-
tional facilities are provided for them.

VII. Other Matters

(1) As vacancies occur in the Rhodesian
Public Service they will be filled according
to the criteria of merit and suitability,
regardless of race. The Rhodesian Govern-
ment have undertaken to take steps to
enable an increasing number of Africans to

B
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fit themselves to compete on equal terms
with candidates of other races so far as
appointments or promotions are concerned.

(2) Rhodesian citizens who have left
Rhodesia for any reason will be allowed to
return freely and without being subjected
to any restrictions by reasons of their past
activities, but without amnesty in respect
of any criminal offence.

(3) The Rhodesian Government wish to
revoke the state of emergency at the earliest
opportunity. In the absence of unforeseen
circumstances they will do so after sanctions
against Rhodesia have been lifted.

VIH. Implementation
As soon as the British Government are
satisfied that the legislation referred to in

paragraph II above has been enacted and
steps taken to give effect to the proposals in
paragraphs III and IV above they will
introduce legislation to confer independence
on Rhodesia as a republic and will commend
this legislation to the British Parliament.
They will also terminate their economic and
other sanctions when this legislation takes
effect. Both Governments will take steps to
settle outstanding financial and other issues
and to regularise relations between the two
countries and matters affecting the personal
status of individuals.

Nothing in these proposals shall be regarded
as implying any change in the current
attitude of either side to the present status
of Rhodesia or of the 1969 Constitution.

The above proposals are acceptable to the
British and the Rhodesian Governments.
24 November, 1971.

ANNEX B

APPENDIX I

EUROPEAN ROLL AND
AFRICAN HIGHER ROLL
QUALIFICATIONS

(a) Income at the rate of not less than $1,800
per annum during the two years preceding
date of claim for enrolment, or ownership of
immovable property of value of not less
than $3,600; OR

(b) (i) Income at the rate of not less than
$1,200 per annum during the two years
preceding date of claim for enrolment, or
ownership of immovable property of value
of not less than $2,400; and

(ii) four years secondary education of
prescribed standard.

C
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ANNEX B

APPENDIX II

AFRICAN LOWER ROLL
QUALIFICATIONS

(a) Income at the rate of not less than $600
per annum during the two years preceding
date of claim for enrolment, or ownership of
immovable property of value of not less
than $1,000. OR

(b) (i) Income at the rate of not less than
$300 per annum during the two years
preceding date of claim for enrolment, or
ownership of immovable property of value
of not less than $600; and

(ii) two years' secondary education of
prescribed standard. OR

(c) Persons over 30 years of age with-(i)
Income at the rate of not less than $300 per
annum during the two years preceding the
date of claim for enrolment, or ownership of
immovable property of value of not less
than $600; and (ii) completion of a course
of primary education of a prescribed
standard. OR

(d) Persons over 30 years of age with-
Income at the rate of not less than $430 per
annum during the two years preceding the
date of claim for enrolment, or ownership of
immovable property of value of not less
than $800. OR

(e) All kraal heads with a following of 20
or more heads of families.

ANNEX B

APPENDIX III

DECLARATION OF RIGHTS
AND ENFORCEMENT
PROVISIONS
(Sections to replace present section 84)

Declaration of Rights
84. WHEREAS it is desirable to ensure that
every person in Rhodesia enjoys the
fundamental rights and freedoms of the
individual, that is to say, the right, what-
ever his race, tribe, political opinions,
colour or creed, to life, liberty, security of
the person, the protection of the privacy of
his home, protection from deprivation of
his property without payment of compensa-
tion, the protection of the law, and to free-
dom of conscience, of expression and of
assembly and association;

AND WHEREAS the exercise of these rights
and freedoms should be subject to certain
limitations that are prescribed by law and
are necessary in a democratic society, being
limitations designed to ensure that the
enjoyment of the said rights and freedoms
by any person does not prejudice the rights
and freedoms of others or the public
interest;

AND WHEREAS it is the duty of every person
to respect and abide by the Constitution
and the laws of Rhodesia;

AND WHEREAS loyalty to Rhodesia is a
fundamental duty of every citizen;

The provisions of the Second Schedule, as
read with section eighty-four A, shall have
effect for the purpose of affording protection
of the afforesaid rights and freedoms,
subject to the limitations of the protection
contained in these provisions.

Enforcement of Protective Provisions of
Declaration of Rights
84A. (1) Subject to the provisions -of sub-
section (8), if any person alleges that any
of the provisions of the Declaration of
Rights has been or is being contravened in
relation to him, then, without prejudice to
any other action with respect to the same
matter which is lawfully available, tl-at
person may, subject to the provisions of
subsection (3), apply to the Appellate
Division for redress.

(2) If in any proceedings in the General
Division of the High Court or in any court
subordinate to the High Court any question
arises as to the contravention of any of the
provisions of the Declaration of Rights, the
person presiding in that court may, and if
so requested by any party to the proceedings,
shall refer the question to the Appellate
Division so, however, that he shall not be
required to comply with any such request
which, in his opinion, is merely frivolous
or vexatious.

(3) Where in any proceedings such as are
mentioned in subsection (2), any such
question as is therin mentioned is not
referred to the Appellate Division, then,
without prejudice to the right to raise that
question on any appeal from the deter-
mination of the court in those proceedings
no application for the determination of that
question shall lie to the Appellate Division
under subsection (1).

(4) The Appellate Division shall have
original jurisdiction-

(a) to hear and determine any application
made by any person in pursuance of the
provisions of subsection (1) or to deter-
mine without hearing any such applica-
tion which, in its opinion, is merely
frivolous or vexatious;

(b) to determine any question arising in
the case of any person which is referred
to it in pursuance of the provisions of
subsection (2);

and may make such orders, issue such writs,
and give such direction as it may consider
appropriate for the purpose of enforcing
or securing the enforcement of any of the
provisions of the Declaration of Rights:

Provided that the Appellate Division shall
not exercise its powers under this subsection
if it is satisfied that adequate means of
redress are or have been available to the
person concerned under any other law.

(5) If in any proceedings in anycourtit falls to
be determined whether any law is inconsis-
tent withanyof theprovisionsof the Declara-
tion of Rights, the Attorney-General shall
be entitled to be heard by the court on that
question and if in any such proceedings any
law is determined by the court to be so
inconsistent, then, whether or not he has
exercised his right to be heard in tbhe
proceedings, the Attorney-General shall
have the like right with respect to an appeal
from that determination as if he had been a
party to the proceedings.

(6) Where any provision of any law is held
by a competent court to be inconsistent with
any of the provisions of the Declaration of
Rights, any person detained in custody
under that provision shall be entitled as of
right to make an application to the
Appellate Division for the purpose of
questioning the validity of his further
detention, notwithstanding that he may
have previously appealed against his
conviction or sentence or that any time
prescribed for the filing of such an appeal
may have expired.

(7) A law of the Legislature may confer
upon the Appellate Division such powers,
in addition to those conferred by this
section, as may appear to be necessary or
desirable for the purpose of enabling the
Appellate Division more effectively to
exercise the jurisdiction conferred upon it
by this section.

(8) A law of the Legislature may make
provision with respect to the practice and
procedure-

(a) of the Appellate Division in relation
to the jurisdiction and powers conferred
upon it by or under this section;

(b) of subordinate courts in relation to
reference to the Appellate Division under
subsection (2);

including provision with respect to the time
within which any application or reference
shall or may be made or brought and,
subject to any provisions so made, provision
may be made with respect to the rnutters
referred to above by rules of court made in
terms of any Act governing the practice and
procedure in the Appellate Division.

(9) Notwithstanding anything to the
contrary contained in this section, the
court shall not declare any provision of an
Act enacted or statutory instrument made
after the fixed date as defined in paragraph
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14 of the Declaration of Rights to be
inconsistent with any provision of the
Declaration of Rights if the provision
concerned has been in force for a period of
at least ten years, whether as part of the
Act or statutory instrument concerned or of
any previous Act or statutory instrument
repealed or amended and substituted by
the Act or statutory instrument concerned.

(10) For the purposes of this section-
"Appellate Division" means the Appellate
Division of the High Court of Rhodesia.

Validity of Existing Laws
34B. No court shall declare any provision
of an Act enacted or statutory instrument
made before the fixed date as defined in
paragraph 14 of the Declaration of Rights
to be ultra vires on the grounds that that
provision is inconsistent with the provisions
of the Declaration of Rights set out in
Chapter VI of the Constitution of Rhodesia,
1961, or Chapter VII of the Constitution of
Rhodesia, 1965, as the case may be.

SECOND SCHEDULE (section 84)

DECLARATION OF RIGHTS

Protection of Right to Life
1. (1) No person shall be deprived of his
life intentionally, save in execution of the
sentence of a court in respect of a criminal
offence of which he has been convicted.

(2) Without prejudice to any liability for a
contravention of any other law with
respect to the use of force in such cases as
are hereinafter mentioned, a person shall
not be regarded as having been deprived of
his life in contravention of this paragraph
if he dies as the result of the use of force
to such extent as is reasonably justifiable
in the circumstances of the case-

(a) for the defence of any person from
violence or for the defence of property;

(b) in order to effect a lawful arrest or to
prevent the escape of a person lawfully
detained;

(c) for the purpose of suppressing a riot,
insurrection or mutiny or of dispersing
an unlawful gathering;

(d) in order to prevent the commission by
that person of a criminal offence;

or if he dies as the result of a lawful act of
war.

(3) It shall be sufficient justification for the
purposes of subparagraph (2) of this
paragraph in any case to which that sub-
paragraph applies if it is shown that the
force used did not exceed that which might
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lawfully have been used in the circumstances
of that case under the law in force im-
mediately before the fixed date.

Protection of Right to Personal Liberty
2. (1) No person shall be deprived of his
personal liberty, save as may be authorised
by law in any of the following cases, that is
to say-

(a) in consequence of his unfitness to plead
to a criminal charge or in execution of the
sentence or order of a court, whether in
Rhodesia or elsewhere, in respect of a
criminal offence of which he has been
convicted;

(b) in execution of the order of a court
punishing him for contempt of that court
or of another court or tribunal or in
execution of the order of the Senate or the
House of Assembly punishing him for
contempt of itself or of its members or for
breach of privilege;

(c) in execution of the order of a court made
in order to secure the fulfilment of an
obligation imposed on him by law, including
any African customary law;

(d) for the purpose of bringing him before a
court in execution of the order of a court
or an officer of a court or before the Senate
or the House of Assembly in execution of the
order of the Senate or that House;

(e) upon reasonable suspicion of his having
committed, or being about to commit, a
criminal offence;

(f) under the order of a court or with the
consent of his parent or guardian, for the
purpose of his education or welfare during
a period beginning before he attains the age
of twenty-one years and ending not later
than the date when he attains the age of
twenty-three years;

(g) for the purpose of preventing the spread
of an infectious or contagious disease;

(h) if he is, or is reasonably suspected to be,
of unsound mind, addicted to drugs or
alcohol, or a vagrant, for the purpose of his
care, treatment or rehabilitation, or the
protection of the community;

(i) for the purpose of preventing the
unlawful entry of that person irto Rhodesia,
or for the purpose of effecting the expulsion,
extradition or other lawful removal of that
person from Rhodesia, or the taking of
proceedings relating thereto;

(j) to such extent as may be necessary for
the execution of a lawful order requiring
that person to remain within a specified
area within Rhodesia or prohibiting him
from being within such an area, or to such
extent as may be reasonably justifiable-

(i) for the taking of proceedings against
that person relating to the making of
such an order; or

(ii) for restraining that person during any
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visit which he is permitted to make to any
part of Rhodesia in which, in consequence
of such an order, his presence would
otherwise be unlawful;

(k) subject to the provisions of subpara-
graph (4), (5), (6), and (7), for the purposes
of his preventive detention in the interests
of defence, public safety, or public order.

(2) Any person who is arrested or detained
shall be informed as soon as reasonably
practicable in a language that he under-
stands of the reasons for his arrest or deten-
tion and shall be permitted at his own
expense to obtain and instruct without
delay a legal adviser of his own choice, being
a person entitled to practise in Rhodesia as
an advocate or attorney, and to hold
communication with him.

(3) Any person who is arrested or detained-
(a) for the purpose of bringing him before a
court in execution of the order of a court
or an officer of a court; or

(b) upon reasonable suspicion of his having
committed, or being about to commit, a
criminal offence;

and who is not released shall be brought
without undue delay before a court, and if
any person arrested or detained as men-
tioned in subparagraph (b) of this sub-
paragraph is not tried within a reasonable
time, then, without prejudice to any further
proceedings which may be brought against
him, he shall be released either uncondi-
tionally or upon reasonable conditions,
including in particular such conditions as
are reasonably necessary to ensure that he
appears at a later date for trial or for
proceedings preliminary to trial.

(4) No law providing for preventive
detention shall authorise the detention of a
person for a longer period than-

(a) fourteen days unless the Minister
designated for the purpose has issued an
order providing for the preventive detention
of that person; or

(b) forty-two days unless the case of that
person has, before the expiration of the said
period of forty-two days, been submitted
to a tribunal established for the purposes
of this paragraph, and if such tribunal
reports that, in its opinion, there is not
sufficient cause for such detention, that
person shall forthwith be released.

(5) Where a person has been detained by
virtue of the provisions of a law providing
for preventive detention for a period of
more than forty-two days, his case shall be
submitted for review at intervals of not more
than nine months by a tribunal established
for the purposes of this paragraph, and if
such tribunal-

(a) orders, either because that person
satisfies the tribunal that new circumstances
have arisen or because the tribunal con-
siders it to be desirable, that the case of that
person should be submitted to the tribunal
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for review before the expiration of nine
months from tne previous review of his
case, the case of that person shall be
submitted for review when so ordered by
the tribunal;

(b) reports that. in its opinion, there is not
sufficient cause for the continued detention
of that person, he shall forthwith be
released.

(6) A person who has been detained by
virtue of the provisions of any law providing
for preventive detention and who has been
released from detention in consequence of a
report of a tribunal established for the
purposes of this paragraph that there is,
in its opinion, insufficient cause for his
detention shall not be again detained by
virtue of such provisions within the period
of six months from his release on the same
grounds as those on which he was originally
detained.

(7) A tribunal established for the purposes
of this paragraph shall be established by
law and shall consist of-

(a) a chairman who shall be a person who
is or has been a judge of the High Court of
Rhodesia or is qualified in terms of section
sixty-five to be appointed as such; and

(b) two other persons, one of whom-

(i) is or has been a judge of the High
Court of Rhodesia or is qualified in terms
of section sixty-five to be appointed as
such; or
(ii) has been a magistrate in Rhodesia
for not less than ten years; or

(iii) is, and has been for not less than ten
years, qualified to practise as an attorney
in Rhodesia.

(8) The references in subparagraph (4) of
this paragraph to a period of forty-two days
include references to any lesser periods that
amount in the aggregate to forty-two days:

Provided that no two such lesser periods
shall be aggregated for this purpose if the
period between the expiration of the first
and the commencement of the second is
more than one month.

(9) For the purposes of subparagraph (6)
of this paragraph, a person shall be deemed
to have been detained on the same grounds
as those on which he was originally detained
unless a tribunal established for the purposes
of this paragraph has reported that, in its
opinion, there appear prima Jacie to be new
and reasonable grounds for the detention,
but the giving of any such report shall be
without prejudice to the provisions of
subparagraph (4) of this paragraph.

(10) Any person who is unlawfully arrested
or detained by any other person shall be
entitled to compensation therefor from
that other person:

Provided that any judicial officer acting in
his judicial capacity reasonably and in
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good faith and any other person acting
reasonably and in good faith and without
culpable ignorance or negligence may be
protected by law from liability for such
compensation.

Protection from Slavery and Forced Labour
3. (1) No person shall be held in slavery or
servitude or required to perform forced
labour.

(2) For the purposes of this paragraph, the
expression "forced labour" does not
include-

(a) any labour required in consequence of
the sentence or order of a court;

(b) labour required of any person while
he is lawfully detained which though not
required in consequence of the sentence or
order of a court-

(i) is reasonably necessary in the interests
of hygiene or for the maintenance or
management of the place at which he is
detained; or

(ii) if he is detained for the purpose of his
care, treatment, rehabilitation, education
or welfare, is reasonably required for
that purpose;

(c) any labour required of a person who is a
member of any naval, military, or air force,
or who is otherwise subject to any
disciplinary law in pursuance of his duties
as a member of that force or under that law,
or any labour required of any person by
virtue of a written law in lieu of service as a
member of such a force;

(d) any labour required by way of parental
discipline;

(e) any labour required by virtue of a written
law during a period of public emergency
or in the event of any other emergency or
calamity which threatens the life or well-
being of any section of the community;

(f) any labour which forms part of normal
communal or other civic obligations.

Protection from Inhuman Treatment

4. (1) No person shall be subjected to
torture or to inhuman or degrading
punishment or other such treatment.

(2) No treatment reasonably justifiable in
the circumstances of the case to prevent the
escape from custody of a person who has
been lawfully detained shall be held to be
in contravention of this paragraph on the
ground that it is degrading.

(3) Nothing contained in or done under the
authority of any written law shall be held
to be inconsistent with or in contravention
of this paragraph to the extent that the law
in question authorises the doing of any-
thing by way of punishment or other
treatment which might lawfully have been
so done in Rhodesia immediately before
the fixed date.
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Protection from Deprivation of Property
5. (1) No property of any description shall
be compulsorily taken possession of, and
no interest in or right over property of any
description shall be compulsorily acquired,
except by or under the authority of a written
law and where provision applying to that
acquisition or taking of possession is made
by a written law-

(a) requiring that reasonable notice of the
intention to take possession of or acquire
the interest in or right over, the property is
given to any person owning the property
or having any other interest or right therein
that would be affected by such taking of
possession or acquisition; and

(b) providing for the payment of proper
compensation within a reasonable time.

(2) Every person having an interest in or
right over property which is compulsorily
taken possession of or whose interest in or
right over any property is compulsorily
acquired shall have a right of direct access
to the High Court or another adjudicating
authority provided for in the law referred
to in subparagraph (1) of this paragraph
for the determination of his interest or
right, if any, the legality of the taking of
possession or the acquisition of the property,
interest, or right and the amount of any
compensation to which he is entitled and
for the purpose of obtaining payment of that
compensation within a reasonable time.

(3) Nothing contained in or done under the
authority of any law shall be held to be
inconsistent with or in contravention of
this paragraph to the extent that the law in
question makes provision for the taking of
possession or the acquisition of any interest
in or right over property-

(a) by way of imposition or enforcement of
any tax, duty, rate or due;

(b) by way of penalty for breach of any law,
including any African customary law,
whether under civil process or after
conviction of an offence or forfeiture in
consequence of a breach of the law;

(c) upon the attempted removal of the
property in question out of or into Rhodesia
in contravention of any law;

(d) as an incident of a contract, including a
lease or mortgage, or of a title deed to land;
(e) for the purpose of its administration,
care or custody on behalf and for the benefit
of the person entitled to the beneficial
interest therein;

(f) by way of the vesting or administration
of any property belonging to or used by or
on behalf of an enemy or an organisation
which is proscribed or declared by or in
terms of a written law to be an unlawful
organisation:

(g) by way of the administration of moneys
payable or owing to a person outside
Rhodesia or to the Government of a
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country other than Rhodesia where restric-
tions have been placed by law on the
transfer of such moneys outside Rhodesia;

(h) as an incident of-

(i) a composition in insolvency accepted
or agreed to by a majority in number of
editors who have proved claims and by
a number of creditors wrose proved
daims represent in value more than fifty
per centum of the total value of proved

am-n; or

(ii) a deed of assignment entered into by a
dkbtor with his creditors;

(i) in the execution of judgments or
ordrs of courts;

(J) by reason of the property in question
bein in a dangerous state or prejudicial to
the health or safety of human, animal, or
vegetable ife;

(k) in consequence of any law with respect
to the limitation of actions, acquisitive

reacription or derelict land;

(I) as a condition in connection with the
grnting of permission for the utilisation of
thm or other property in any particular

(in) by way of the taking of a sample for
the purposes of a law;

() by way of the acquisition of the shares,
or a class of shares, in a body corporate ontens agreed to by the holders of not less
than nine-tenths in value of those shares
or dhat class thereof;

(o) where the property consists of an
aninaaL, upon its being found trespassing
or swaying;

(p) for so long only as may be necessary for
the purpose of any examination, investi-
gation, trial, or inquiry;

(q) in the case of land, for so long only as
nmy be necessary for the purpose of the
carrying out thereon-

(i) of work for the purpose of the con-
servation of natural resources of any
dscription; or

(ii) of agricultural development or
improvement which the owner or occupier
O Whe land has been required, and has
w hout reasonable or lawful excuse

used or failed, to carry out;

(r) in consequence of any law requiring
copies of any book or other publication
punished in Rhodesia to be lodged with
the National Archives or a public library;

(s) for the purpose of, or in connection with,
the prospecting for or exploitation of
ninerals, mineral oils, natural gases,
precious metals or precious stones which
ae vested in the President on terms which
provide for the respective interests of the
persons affected;
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(f) for the purpose of, or in connection
with, the exploitation of underground
water or public water which is vested in
the President on terms which provide for
the respective interests of the persons
affected.

(4) Nothing in this paragraph shall be
construed as affecting the making or
operation of any law-

(a) in so far as itjrovides for the orderly
marketing, production, growth or extrac-
tion of any agricultural products or mineral
or any article or thing prepared for market
or manufactured therefor or for the
reasonable restriction of the use of any
property in the interests or safeguarding the
interests of others or the protection of lessees
or other persons having rights in or over
such property; or

(b) in so far as it provides for the compulsory
taking of possession in the public interest
of any property, or the compulsory
acquisition in the public interest of any
interest in or right over property where that
property, interest, or right is held by a body
corporate established directly by law for
public purposes in which no moneys are
invested other than moneys provided from
public funds.

Protection from Arbitrary Search or Entry
6. (1) Except with his own consent or by
way of parental discipline, no person shall
be subjected to the search of his person or to
entry into or the search of his dwelling-
house.

(2) Nothing contained in or done under the
authority of any law shall be held to be
inconsistent with or in contravention of this
paragraph to the extent that the law in
question makes provision which is reason-
ably justifiable in a democratic society-

(a) in the interests of defence, public safety,
public order, public morality, public health,
or town and country planning; or

(b) without derogation from the generality
of the provisions of subparagraph (a) of this
subparagraph, for the enforcement of the
law in circumstances where there are
reasonable grounds for believing that the
entry or search is necessary for the preven-
tion, investigation or detection of a criminal
offence or for the lawful arrest of a person;
or

(c) to enable any public authority or any
body corporate established directly by law
to enter the dwelling-house in question in
order to carry out work connected with
any property of that authority or body
which is lawfully in that dwelling-house; or

(d) for the purpose of the valuation of the
dwelling-house in question in connection
with any tax, rate. or due; or

(e) for the purpose of protecting the rignts
and freedoms of other persons; or
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(f) to authorise, for the purpose of
enforcing the judgment or order of a
court in any civil proceedings, the search of
any person by order of a court or the
entry into any dwelling-house by such order.

(3) If in any proceedings it is alleged that
anything contained in or done under the
authority of any law is inconsistent with
or in contravention of subparagraph (1)
of this paragraph and the court decides as a
result of hearing the parties that the
complainant has shown that the court should
not accept that the provision of the law
concerned is reasonably justifiable in a
democratic society on such of the grounds
mentioned in subparagraph (2) of this
paragraph as are relied upon by the other
party without proof to its satisfaction, it
shall issue a rule nisi calling upon the
responsible Minister to show cause why
that provision should not be declared to be
inconsistent with the Constitution.

Provisions to Secure Protection of Law
7. (1) If any person is charged with a
criminal offence, then, unless the charge is
withdrawn, the case shall be afforded a fair
hearing within a reasonable time by an
independent and impartial court established
by law.

(2) Every person who is charged with a
criminal offence-

(a) shall be presumed to be innocent until
he is proved or has pleaded guilty;

(b) shall be informed as soon as reasonably
practicable, in a language which he under-
stands and in detail, of the nature of the
offence charged;

(c) shall be given adequate time and facilities
for the preparation of his defence;

(d) shall be permitted to defend himself in
person or, save in proceedings before a
tribal court or at a trial such as is referred to
in subparagraph (12) of this paragraph, at
his own expense by a legal representative
of his own choice;

(e) shall be afforded facilities to examine in
person or, save in proceedings before a
tribal court or at a trial such as is referred
to in subparagraph (12) of this paragraph,
by his legal representative the witness
called by the prosecution before any court
and to obtain the attendance and carry out
the examination of witnesses to testify on
his behalf before that court on the same
conditions as those applying to witnesses
called by the prosecution;

(f) shall be permitted to have without
payment the assistance of an interpreter if
he cannot understand the language used
at the trial of the charge;

and except with his own consent the trial
shall not take place in his absence unless
he so conducts himself as to render the
continuance of the proceedings in his
presence impracticable and the court has
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ordered him to be removed and the trial
to proceed in his absence.

(3) Save in the case of a trial such as is
referred to in subparagraph (12) of this
paragraph, when a person is tried for any
criminal offence the accused person or any
person authorised by him in that behalf
shall, if he so requires and subject to pay-
ment of such reasonable fee as may be
prescribed by law, be given within a
reasonable time after judgment a copy for
the use of the accused person of any record
of the proceedings made by or on behalf of
the court.

(4) No person shall be held to be guilty of a
criminal offence on account of any act or
omission which did not, at the time it took
place, constitute such an offence, and no
penalty shall be imposed for any criminal
offence which is severer in degree or de-
scription than the maximum penalty which
might have been imposed for that offence
at the time when it was committed.

(5) No person who shows that he has
been tried by a competent court for a
criminal offence upon a good indictment,
summons, or charge upon which a valid
judgment could be entered, and either
convicted or acquitted, shall again be tried
for that offence or for any other criminal
offence of which he could have been
convicted at the trial for that offence, save-

(a) where a conviction and sentence of the
General Division of the High Court or of a
court subordinate to the High Court are set
aside on appeal or review on the ground
that evidence was admitted which should
not have been admitted or that evidence
was rejected which should have been
admitted or on the ground of any other
irregularity or defect in the procedure; or

(b) otherwise upon the order of the High
Court in the course of appeal or review
proceedings relating to the conviction or
acquittal.

(6) No person shall be tried for a criminal
offence if he shows that he has been
pardoned for that offence.

(7) Any court or other adjudicating
authority prescribed by law for the deter-
mination of the existence or extent of any
civil right or obligation shall be established
by law and shall be independent and im-
partial. and where proceedings for such a
determination are instituted by any person
before such a court or other adjudicating
authority, the case shall be given a fair
hearing within a reasonable time.

(8) Except in the case of a trial such as is
referred to in subparagraph (12) of this
paragraph or with the agreement of all the
parties thereto, all proceedings of everycourt and proceedings for the determination
'of the existence or extent of any civil right

r obligation before any other adjudicating
authority, including the announcement of

the decision of the court or other authority,
Shall be held in public.
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(9) Nothing in subparagraph (8) of this
paragraph shall prevent-

(a) the court or other adjudicating authority
from excluding from the proceedings,
except the announcement of the decision of
the court or other authority, persons other
than the parties thereto and their legal
representatives to such extent as the court or
other authority-

(i) may by law be empowered so to do
and may consider necessary or expedient
in circumstances where publicity would
prejudice the interests of justice, or in
interlocutory proceedings, or in the
interests of public morality, the welfare of
persons under the age of twenty-one
years or the protection of the private
lives of persons concerned in the
proceedings; or

(ii) may by law be empowered or required
so to do in the interests of defence, public
safety, public order, or the economic
interests of the State; or

(b) the court from excluding from pro-
ceedings preliminary to trial in respect of a
criminal offence persons other than the
accused person and his legal representative
when so required by law, unless the accused
person otherwise requests.

(10) Notwithstanding anything contained in
subparagraph (3), (8), or (9) of this para-
graph, if in any proceedings before a court
or other adjudicating authority such as is
referred to in subparagraph (1) or (7) of
this paragraph, including any proceedings
by virtue of section eighty-four A, a certificate
in writing is produced to the court or other
authority signed by a Minister that it
would not be in the public interest for any
matter to be publicly disclosed, the court or
other authority shall make arrangements
for evidence relating to that matter to be
heard in camera and shall take such other
action as may be necessary or expedient to
prevent the disclosure of that matter.

(11) Nothing contained in or done under
the authority of any law shall be held to be
inconsistent with or in contravention of-

(a) subparagraph (a) of subparagraph (2)
of this paragraph to the extent that the law
in question imposes upon any person
charged with a criminal offence the burden
of provoking particular facts; or

(b) subparagraph (e) of the said subpara-
graph (2) to the extent that the law in
question imposes conditions which must
be satisfied if witnesses called to testify on
behalf of an accused person are to be paid
their expenses out of public funds; or

(c) subparagraph (5) of this paragraph to
the extent that the law in question authorises
a court to try a member of a disciplined
force for a criminal offence, notwith-
standing any trial and conviction or
acquittal of that member under the
appropriate disciplinary law, so, however,
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that any court so trying such a member and
convicting him shall in sentencing him to
any punishment take into account anypunishment awarded him under that
disciplinary law.

(12) In the case of any person who is held in
lawful detention, the provisions of sub-
paragraph (1) of this paragraph shall not
apply in relation to his trial for a criminal
offence under the law regulating the
discipline of persons held in such detention,
save that the case of such person shall be
afforded a fair hearing within a reasonable
time, and the person or authority conducting
the trial shall be regarded as a court for the
purposes of this paragraph.

(13) For the purposes of this paragraph, a
tribal court shall not be regarded as not
being an independent and impartial court
by reason of-

(a) the fact that a member of the court has
an interest in the proceedings because of his
position in the tribal society; or

(b) the traditional or customary tribal
practices and procedures.

(14) In this paragraph, the expression "eqal
representative" means a person entitled to
practise in Rhodesia as an advocate or,
except in relation to proceedings before a
court in which an attorney has no right of
audience, as an attorney.

Protection of Freedom of Conscience
8. (1) Except with his own consent, no
person shall be hindered in the enjoyment
of his freedom of conscience, that is to say,
freedom of thought and of religion,
freedom to change his religion or belief, and
freedom, whether alone or in community
with others, and whether in public or in
private, to manifest and propagate his
religion or belief through worship, teaching,
practice, and observance.

(2) Except with his own consent or, if he is
a minor, the consent of his guardian, no
person attending any place of education
shall be required to receive religious
instruction or to take part in or attend any
religious ceremony or observance if that
instruction, ceremony, or observance relates
to a religion other than his own.

(3) No religious community or denomina-
tion shall be prevented from making
provision for the giving, by persons lawfully
in Rhodesia, of religious instruction to
persons of that community or denomination
in the course of any education provided by
that community or denomination.

(4) Nothing contained in, and nothing done
under the authority of, any law shall be held
to be inconsistent with or in contravention of
subparagraph (1) of this paragraph to the
extent that the law in question makes
provision which is reasonably justifiable
in a democratic society-
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(a) in the interests of defence, public safety,
public order, public morality, or public
health; or

(b) for the purpose of protecting the rights
and freedoms of other persons, including the
right to observe and practise any religion or
belief without the unsolicited intervention
of persons professing any other religion or
belief.

(5) If, in any proceedings, it is alleged that
anything contained in or done under the
authority of any law is inconsistent with
or in contravention of subparagraph (1)
of this paragraph and the court decides as a
result of hearing the parties that the
complainant has shown that the court should
not accept that the provision of the law
concerned is reasonably justifiable in a
democratic society on such of the grounds
mentioned in subparagraph (4) of this
paragraph as are relied upon by the other
party without proof to its satisfaction, it
shall issue a rule nisi calling upon the
responsible Minister to show cause why
that provision should not be declared to be
inconsistent with the Constitution.

Protection of Freedom of Expression
9. (1) Except with his own consent or by way
of parental discipline, no person shall be
hindered in the enjoyment of his freedom of
expression, that is to say, freedom to hold
opinions and to receive and impart ideas
and information without interference, and
freedom from interference with his corre-
spondence.

(2) Nothing contained in, and nothing done
under the authority of, any law shall be
held to be inconsistent with or in
contravention of subparagraph (1) of this
paragraph to the extent that the law in
question makes provision-

(a) which is reasonably justifiable in a
democratic society-

(i) in the interests of defence, public safety,
public order, the economic interests of
the State, public morality, or public
health; or

(ii) for the purpose of: A-protecting the
reputations, rights, and freedoms of other
persons or the private lives of persons
concerned in iegal proceedings; or B-
preventing the disclosure of information
received in confidence; or C-maintaining
the authority and independence of the
courts, tribunals, the Senate, or the
House of Assembly; or D-regulating
the technical administration, technical
operation, or general efficiency of tele-
phony, telegraphy, posts, wireless broad-
casting, or television or creating or
regulating any monopoly in these fields;
or

(iii) in the case of correspondence, for the
purpose of preventing the unlawful
dispatch therewith of other matter; or
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(b) which imposes restrictions upon public
officers which are reasonably justifiable in
the public interest.

(3) If in any proceedings it is alleged that
anything contained in or done under the
authority of any law is inconsistent with or
in contravention of subparagraph (1) of
this paragraph and the court decides as a
result of hearing the parties that the
complainant has shown that the court should
not accept that-

(a) the provision of the law concerned is
reasonablyjustifiable in a democratic society
on such of the grounds mentioned in sub-
paragraph (a) of subparagraph (2) of this
paragraph as are relied upon by the other
party;

or as the case may be

(b) the restrictions imposed by the law in
question on public officers are reasonably
justifiable in the public interest;

without proof to its satisfaction it shall issue
a rule nisi calling upon the responsible
Minister to show cause why that provision
should not be declared to be inconsistent
with the Constitution.

Protection of Freedom of Assembly and
Association

10. (1) Except with his own consent or by
way of parental discipline, no person shall
be hindered in the enjoyment of his freedom
of assembly and association, that is to say,
his right to assemble freely and associate
with other persons and in particular to form
or belong to political parties or trade unions
or other associations for the protection of
his interests.

(2) Nothing contained in, and nothing done
under the authority of, any law shall be
held to be inconsistent with or in contra-
vention of subparagraph (1) of this para-
graph to the extent that the law in question
makes provision-

(a) which is reasonably justifiable in a
democratic society-

(i) in the interests of defence, public
safety, public order, public morality, or
public health; or
(ii) for the purpose of protecting the
rights and freedoms of other persons;
or

(b) which imposes restrictions upon public
officers which are reasonably justifiable in
the public interest.

(3) Without prejudice td the generality of
subparagraph (2) of this paragraph,
nothing contained in or done under the
authority of any law shall be held to be
inconsistent with or in contravention of the
provisions of subparagraph (1) of this
paragraph to the extent that the law in
question makes provision in relation to
companies, partnerships, societies, or other
associations of persons, other than trade
unions, employers' organisations, or
political parties, for-
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(a) the registration thereof, the procedure
for registration and the qualifications for
registration and authorising refusal of
registration on the grounds that the
prescribed qualifications are not fulfilled;
and
(b) prohibiting or restricting the perfor-
mance of any function or the carrying on of
any business by any such association which
is not registered.

(4) If in any proceedings it is alleged that
anything contained in or done under the
authority of any law is inconsistent with or
in contravention of subparagraph (1) of this
paragraph and the court decides as a result
of hearing the parties that the complainant
has shown that the court should not accept
that-
(a) the provision of the law concerned is
reasonably justifiable in a democratic
society on such of the grounds mentioned in
subparagraph (a) of subparagraph (2) of
this paragraph as are relied upon by the
other party
or, as the case may be
(b) the restrictions imposed by the law in
question on public officers are reasonably
justifiable in the public interest
without proof to its satisfaction, it shall
issue a rule nisi calling upon the responsible
Minister to show cause why that provision
should not be declared to be inconsistent
with the Constitution.

Protection from Discrimination
11. (1) Subject to the provisions of this
paragraph-

(a) no written law shall contain any
provision that is discriminatory;

(b) no person acting by virtue of any written
law in the capacity of a public officer or
officer of any public authority shall perform
any executive or administrative act in a
discriminatory manner.

(2) For the purposes of subparagraph (1) of
this paragraph, a provision of a written law
shall be regarded as discriminatory and an
executive or administrative act shall be
regarded as having been performed in a
discriminatory manner only if by or as an
inevitable consequence of that provision
or that act, as the case may be, persons of a
particular description by race, tribe, colour,
or creed are prejudiced-

(a) by being subjected to a condition,
restriction, or disability to which persons of
another such description are not made
subject; or

(b) by the according to persons of another
such description of a privilege or advantage
which is not accorded to persons of the
first-mentioned description;

and the imposition of that condition,
restriction, or disability or the according of
that privilege or advantage is wholly or
mainly attributable to the description by
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race, tribe, colour, or creed of the persons
concerned.

(3) Nothing contained in any law shall be
held to be inconsistent with the provisions
of subparagraph (a) of subparagraph (I) of
this paragraph to the extent that the la-w in
question relates to any of the following
matters, that is to say-

(a) any matter such as is mentioned in any
of paragraphs (a) to (i) of the definition of a
Money Bill contained in subsection (1) of
section ninety-two; or

(b) adoption, marriage, divorce, burial,
devolution of property on death, or other
matters of personal law; or

(c) the application in the case of Africans of
a particular race or tribe indigenous to
Rhodesia of their customary law with
respect to any matter to the exclusion of
any law with respect to that matter which
is applicable in the case of other persons: or
(d) persons who are not citizens of Rhodesia;
or

(e) a naval, military, or air force, including
liability to undergo naval, military, or air
force training; or

(f) qualifications, not being qualifications
specifically relating to race, tribe, colour. or
creed, for service as a public officer other-
wise than in a naval, military, or air force
or for service with any public authority or
any body corporate established directly by a
written law.

(4) The provisions of subparagraph (a) of
subparagraph (1) of this section shall not
apply to any law to the extent that it makes
pro% ision whereby persons of a particular
description are subjected to any condition,
restriction or disability or are accorded any
privilege or advantage which, having
regard to such of the following matters as
are relevant to the circumstances of the case,
that is to say-

(a) the nature of the condition. restriction,
disability, privilege, or advantage, as the
case may be;

(b) any special circumstances appertaining
to persons of that or any other description;

(c) the stage of social or economic develop-
ment for the time being reached by the
various descriptions of persons affected; and
(d) the state for the time being of the
economy of Rhodesia;

is reasonably justifiable either in the interests
of Rhodesia as a whole or in order to secure
the protection, in an equitable manner as
between the various descriptions of persons
affected, of their respective interests:

Provided that this subparagraph shall not
apply to the extent that the law in question
results in the laws with respect to the matter
in question affording greater difference of
treatment of different descriptions of
persons than immediately before the date of
the making of the law in question.
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(5) The provisions of subparagraph (b) of
subparagraph (1) of this paragraph shall
not apply to-

(a) anything that is expressly or by necessary
implication authorised to be done by any
provision of a law that is referred to in sub-
paragraph (3) or (4) of this paragraph; or

(b) anthing that is done under the authority
of any other law in such circumstances that
if the doing of that thing in those circum-
stances had been expressly or by necessary
implication authorised by that law the
provisions of subparagraph (4) of this
paragraph would have applied thereto; or

(c) the exercise of any discretion relating to
the institution, conduct, or discontinuance
of civil or criminal proceedings in any court
vested in any person by or under this
Constitution or any other law.

(6) Nothing contained in or done under the
authority of any law shall be held to be
inconsistent with or in contravention of this
paragraph to the extent that the law in
question makes provision whereby.persons
of any such description as is mentioned in
subparagraph (2) of this paragraph may be
subjected to any restrictions on the rights
and freedoms guaranteed by paragraphs 6,
8, 9, and 10 of this Schedule, being such a
restriction as is authorised by subparagraph
(2) of paragraph 6, subparagraph (4) of
paragraph 8, subparagraph (2) of paragraph
9, or subparagraph (2) of paragraph 10, as
the case may be, of this Schedule.

Savings for Periods of Public Emergency
12. (1) Nothing contained in any law shall
be held to be inconsistent with or in
contravention of any of the following
provisions of this Schedule, that is to say,
paragraphs 2, 5, 6, 7, other than subpara-
graph (4) thereof, 8, 9, 10, or 11 to the
extent that the law in question makes
provision with respect to the taking, during
any period of public emergency, of action
for the purpose of dealing with any situation
arising during that period, and nothing done
by any person under the authority of any
such law shall be held to be in contravention
of any of the said provisions unless it is
shown that the action taken exceeded any-
thing which, having due regard to the
circumstances prevailing at the time, could
reasonably have been thought to be required
for the purpose of dealing with the situation
in question.

(2) Where any person is lawfully detained
by virtue of such a provision as is referred
to in subparagraph (1) of this paragraph
his case shall be reviewed by a tribunal
established in accordance with the provi-
sions of subparagraph (7) of paragraph 2
not later than three months after the
commencement of the detention and
thereafter at intervals of not more than nine
months from the date on which his case was
last reveiwed by that tribunal.

(3) On any review by a tribunal in
pursuance of the provisions of subparagraph

(2) of this paragraph of the case of any
person, the tribunal may make recornen-
dations concerning the necessity or wipe-
dience of continuing the detention to the
authority by whom it was ordered and that
authority shall be obliged to act in accor-
dance with any recommendations of thattribunal unless the Presidt otherwise
directs.

(4) Where the President has directed that
the authority referred to in subparagraph
(3) of this paragraph shall not act in
accordance with any recommendation of
the tribunal referred to in that sub-
paragraph, that authority shall cause to be
published in the Gazette a notice that the
President has so directed.

Other Special Savings
13. (1) Nothing contained in or done under
the authority of any written law shall be
held to be inconsistent with or in contra-
vention of any of the provisions of pra-
graph I to 11 of this Schedule to the ecant
that the law in question-

(a) is a law with respect to which the
requirements of subsection (1) of section
seventy-eight were applicable and wem
complied with; or

(b) is a law (hereinafter in this paragraph
referred to as an existing law) that has had
effect as part of the law of Rhodesia before
the fixed date and has continued to have
effect as part of the law of Rhodesia at all
times since that date; or

(c) repeals and re-enacts an existing law
without alteration; or

(d) alters an existing law and does not
thereby render that law inconsistent with
any provision of paragraphs I to II of this
Schedule in a manner in which or to an
extent to which it was not previously so
inconsistent.

(2) For the purposes of this paragraph the
reference-

(a) in subparagraph (d) of subparagraph (1)
to altering an existing law includes references
to repealing it and re-enacting it with
modifications or making different provisions
in lieu thereof, and to modifying it;

(b) in subparagraph (1) to a written law
includes any instrument having the force of
law; and the reference to re-enacting an
existing law shall be construed accordingly.

(3) In relation to any person who is a
member of a disciplined force of Rhodesia,
nothing contained in or done under the
authority of the disciplinary law of that
force shall be held to be inconsistent with
or in contravention of any of the provisions
of this Schedule other than paragraphs 3
and 4 thereof.

(4) In relation to any person who is a
member of a disciplined force that is not
a disciplined force of Rhodesia and who is.
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present in Rhodesia in pursuance of
arrangements made between the Govern-
ment of Rhodesia and another Government
or an international organisation, nothing
contained in or done under the authority
of the disciplinary law of that force shall be
held to be inconsistent with or in contra-
vention of any if the provisions of this
Schedule.

(5) No measures taken in relation to a
person who is a member of a disciplined
force of a country with which Rhodesia
is at war and no law, to the extent that it
authorises the taking of any such measures,
shall be held to be inconsistent with or in
contravention of any of the provisions of
this Schedule.

Interpretation of Declaration of Rigbts
14. In this Schedule, unless the context
otherwise requires-

"African customary law" means the tribal
law and custom of Africans, whether or not
indigenous to Rhodesia;

"contravention", in relation to any require-
ment, includes a failure to comply with tnat
requirement, and cognate expressions shall
be construed accordingly;

"court" means any court of law in Rhodesia,
including a tribal court but not including
a court established under a disciplinary law;

"disciplinary law" means a law providing
for the regulation of the discipline-(a) of
any disciplined force, or (b) of persons in
prison awaiting trial or serving prison
sentences; or (c) of persons whose detention
has been authorised in terms of a law;

"disciplined force" means-(a) a naval,
military, or air force: or (b) a police force;
or (c) a prison service; or (d) any other body
established for public purposes by a written
law providing for the regulation of the
discipline of that body and declared by
that law to be a disciplined force for the
purposes of this Schedule;

"fixed date" means the date of commence-
ment of the Constitution Amendment Act,
1972;

"law" means-(a) any provision of an Act
of the Legislature or of the former Federal
Legislature and any statute included in the
Revised Edition of the Statutes prepared
under the authority of the Revised Edition
of the Laws Act, 1962. which is in force in
Rhodesia; (b)any provision of an instrument
having the force of law made in terms of an
Act or statute referred to in paragraph (a) of
this definition; (c) any unwritten law in
force in Rhodesia other than African
customary law; and "lawful" amd "law-
fully" shall be construed accordingly;

"member", in relation to a disciplined force,
includes any person who, under a written
law relating to the discipline of that force,
is subject to that discipline;
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"Minister" means a Minister of the Govern-
ment appointed in terms of section fifty-
five;

.parental discipline" includes school or
other quasi-parental discipline;

"period of public emergency" means-
(a) any period during which Rhodesia is
engaged in any war and the period im-
mediately following thereon until such date
as may be declared by the President by
proclamation as the end of the period of
public emergency caused by that war; or (b)
any period during which there is in force a
declaration under section sixty-one de-
claring that of public emergency exists;

"tribal court" means a tribal court or tribal
appeal court constituted by or under a
written law.

ANNEX B

APPENDIX IV

TERMS OF REFERENCE OF
THE INDEPENDENT COM-
MISSION TO EXAMINE THE
QUESTION OF RACIAL
DISCRIMINATION

1. The Commission will carry out an
examination of all aspects of the question
of racial discrimination in Rhodesia. The
Commission will review all existing laws
(including subsidiary legislation and the
administrative practices thereunder) to
determine which such provisions or prac-
tices are, in its opinion, discriminatory. The
Commission may receive evidence from any
relevant source and the Government of
Rhodesia will ensure that its officials will
co-operate fully with the Commission in
this respect.

2. The Commission will make recommen-
dations to the Rhodesian Government
on ways of making progress towards the
ending of any racial discrimination and its
Report will be published.

3. The Commission is required to give
special attention to the provisions of the
Land Tenure Act. The Commission shall
consider inter alia-

(a) the question of removing any restric-
tions on the entry into European areas of
Africans wishing to attend multi-racial
places of education or to be admitted to
multi-racial hospitals, and any other
restrictions on occupation;

(b) the question of removing any restric-
tions on the right of an African member of
the professions to practise in a European
area:
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(c) in the light of the national interest, the
question of the equitable allocation of land
in relation to the needs of the respective
sections of the population: and

(d) the possible creation of an independent
and permanent multi-racial Land Board to
preside over the long-term resolution of the
problems involved.
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